
Criminal  Checks  for  ALL  by
Sandra Stroud
Criminal Background Checks were asked for by School Board
Member Greg Taylor at a recent (School Board) Meeting or Melee
at which time he questioned whether members Ronnie Grigg and
Danny Blanton had been cleared to enter school properties
without having a sterling criminal record. Mr. Grigg and Mr.
Blanton  followed-up  by  proving  their  worthiness  to  enter
school buildings with reports of clear records,

Greg Taylor got his drawers in a twist because Ronnie Grigg
and Danny Blanton were invited to visit Burns High School and
they happily accepted the invitation, therefore, Greg Taylor
wanted  them  checked  out  for  no  reason  but  for  spite  and
jealousy. He (Greg Taylor) wasn’t invited nor has he shown any
interest about the faulty gym floor at Burns.

I want all the other members of the (Cleveland County) School
Board checked if it hasn’t (already) been done. Maybe one of
them has something criminal in his past that needs to be
aired!

Furthermore, I want Superintendent Stephen Fisher to have a
criminal background check since he has unfettered access to
all school campuses. According to Greg Taylor and his petty
“fit” it seems it is EVERYBODY who enters a school should show
their “all clear” criminal record! How much sense does that
make? I see another Policy coming!

 

Sandra Stroud

 

Editor’s Note:
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Robert A would add that School Board member Greg Taylor as
well as School Board Chairman Robert Queen be required to take
the Minnesota Multi-Phase Inventory (MMPI) assessment. Both,
as well as Commissioner Kevin Gordon, seem to all have a large
dose of aberrant behavior about them that needs some major
checking out. And associated therapy if necessary.

 

Note that MMPI assessments are required of all employees in
the US Nuclear Industry cleared for unrestricted access to a
nuclear plant. Criminal Background checks too. Perhaps Ms.
Sandra Stroud has the right idea here. Our children are our
prized  possessions.  No  effort  is  too  large  to  ensure  the
health, safety and well-being of our children. Perhaps a few
perverts may be discovered and gotten rid of prior to our
children becoming victims of bad people with bad intentions.
Google: “MMPI” for more information.

 


